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Abstract
Adequate control of three-phase machines, such as in-
duction motors -IMs- and synchronous generators, is
of paramount importance for the electric power indus-
try. These are multivariable, non-linear systems. In
this paper, the individual channel analysis and design
framework is used to formally demonstrate that the
electrical subsystems of the IM and of the permanent
magnet SG, due to their inherent structural robustness,
are the multivariable equivalent to stable, minimum-
phase, single-input single-output systems. As a conse-
quence, an adequate performance and robustness may
be achieved through fixed, stable, minimum-phase, di-
agonal controllers –justifying the widespread use of
control schemes based on fixed, classical linear con-
trollers such as PIs.
Key words
Decentralized control, electric machines, frequency
domain analysis and control, individual channel anal-
ysis and design, multivariable control, multivariable
structure function.
1 Introduction
In a similar manner as the induction motor (IM) is the
workhorse of the electric power industry when convert-
ing electrical into mechanical energy, the synchronous
generator (SG) is the IM counterpart when trans-
forming mechanical into electrical energy [Krause,
Wasynczuk and Sudhoff, 2002]. Although both types
of electric machines are fundamentally different, a
common aspect shared by them is crucial to ensure
their efficient utilization in industrial applications: an
effective control, aiming at modifying the behavior of
these three-phase machines to resemble that of a DC
motor/generator. This is commonly achieved through
vector (or field oriented) control schemes [Wu, 2006].
Such strategies are often based on fixed linear con-
trollers (e.g., PI structures) [Vas, 1990] and are widely
utilized due to their simplicity and experimental suc-
cess in electric machine applications –in detriment of
more sophisticated techniques.
Three-phase electric machines such as the IM
and the SG are non-linear multivariable systems
[Krause, Wasynczuk and Sudhoff, 2002; Ugalde-Loo,
Ekanayake and Jenkins, 2013]. It is noteworthy that
fixed linear controllers are able to provide an ade-
quate, robust performance in practice. In line with
this, the structural robustness of two types of elec-
tric machines is here investigated. Through the indi-
vidual channel analysis and design (ICAD) framework
[O’Reilly and Leithead, 1991], it is shown that the elec-
trical subsystems of the IM and the permanent magnet
SG (PMSG) share characteristics that make them the
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO, or multivari-
able) equivalent of stable, minimum-phase, uncertain,
single-input single-output (SISO) systems. Such at-
tributes allow the use of fixed, stable, minimum-phase,
diagonal controllers –and shed light on how is it pos-
sible that simple PI controllers are sufficient to operate
specific machines. For completeness, the general re-
sults obtained for each type of generator are evaluated
on a couple of machines available in real applications.
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2 Individual Channel Analysis and Design
In order to define the existence of stabilizing con-
trollers for any system it is of great significance to
assess its zero-pole structure, which may be affected
by parametric uncertainty. The interpretation of such
structure for multivariable systems, in terms of control
design, is more difficult. ICAD, a frequency domain
multivariable control framework, allows bridging this
gap [O’Reilly and Leithead, 1991]. ICAD makes pos-
sible to analyze the existence of stabilizing controllers
through established SISO tools such as Bode/Nyquist
plots and the Nyquist stability criterion. The ICAD set-
up is described for 22 plants in this section. Exten-
sion to higher order systems is possible [Leithead and
O’Reilly, 1992].
Let a 22 system be represented by
y(s) = G(s)u(s);
y1(s)
y2(s)

=

g11(s) g12(s)
g21(s) g22(s)
 
u1(s)
u2(s)

;
(1)
where gij(s) are scalar transfer functions, yi(s) the out-
puts, ui(s) the inputs and ri(s) the reference signals
(i; j = 1; 2). Let a diagonal controller be defined as
u(s) = K(s)e(s);
u1(s)
u2(s)

=

k1(s) 0
0 k2(s)
 
e1(s)
e2(s)

;
ei(s) = ri(s)  yi(s);
(2)
The system (1)-(2) can be represented in terms of indi-
vidual channels ci(s) relating ri(s) with yi(s):
ci(s) =
yi(s)
ei(s)
= ki(s)gii(s)
 
1  (s)hj(s)

; (3)
with i 6= j; i; j = 1; 2; where
(s) =
g12(s)g21(s)
g11(s)g22(s)
(4)
is the multivariable structure function (MSF) and
hi(s) =
ki(s)gii(s)
1 + ki(s)gii(s)
: (5)
The cross-coupling relationship is given by
yi(s)
rj(s)
=
1
1 + ci(s)
 gij(s)
gjj(s)
 hj(s)
= Si(s)  gij(s)
gjj(s)
 hj(s):
(6)
The previous representation entails no loss of informa-
tion [Leithead and O’Reilly, 1992]. Figure 1 shows the
block diagram of the system. Its equivalent scalar indi-
vidual channels are given in Figure 2.
It has been shown in [Lice´aga-Castro, Lice´aga-Castro,
Ugalde-Loo and Navarro-Lo´pez, 2008] that the exis-
tence of stabilizing controllers of arbitrary high band-
width depends on the individual channels (3), which
are SISO plants. It is well-known that such controllers
exist only when the system does not feature non-
minimum phase zeros [Leithead and O’Reilly, 1991].
For the MIMO scenario, the existence of non-minimum
phase transfer zeros has a similar role. The impact of
transfer zeros of (1) can be assessed through an ade-
quate interpretation of the MSF (4) by means of the
Nyquist stability criterion. Detailed information can be
found in [Lice´aga-Castro, Lice´aga-Castro and Ugalde-
Loo, 2005].
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Figure 1. Block diagram representation with a diagonal controller.
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Figure 2. Equivalent individual channel representation.
There is an inherent relationship between the individ-
ual channels structure, their MSF and the MIMO trans-
fer zeros. In fact, the sufficient conditions for (1) to
have stable and minimum phase zero-pole individual
channel configurations (3) are the following [O’Reilly
and Leithead, 1991]:
i. The system open loop poles are stable.
ii. The MSF has no unstable poles.
iii. The limit of (s) as s!1 is equal to zero.
iv. The Nyquist plot of (s) does not encircle the
point (1; 0).
In particular, conditions ii and iv are required for the
transmission zeros to be minimum phase. However,
this is not sufficient for the system to have integrity.
If condition ii is not satisfied, the closed loop system
may not possess integrity: compliance of condition i is
also necessary for this. Condition iii is required so that
arbitrary high-bandwidth control is possible.
If a system complies with all four conditions, the
existence of a stabilizing controller (2) reduces to a
controller that stabilizes simultaneously the individual
channels (3) and the diagonal transfer functions (5)
[O’Reilly and Leithead, 1991]. As in this case ci(s)
and hi(s) are stable and minimum phase, a system that
complies with i-iv is the analogous of a stable and min-
imum phase SISO system, which may be controlled
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at an arbitrary bandwidth without incurring on unsta-
ble zero-pole cancellations. In addition, the resulting
closed loop control system will also present integrity;
i.e., stability if either controller k1(s) or k2(s) is deacti-
vated. This gives the system basic fault tolerance prop-
erties. It is possible to extend the previous attributes
to uncertain MIMO systems represented as individual
channels (i.e., uncertain SISO systems).
Summarizing, it is possible to control a system
complying with conditions i-iv, under parameter un-
certainty and for realistic combinations of parame-
ters, through fixed linear diagonal controllers. This
is applicable, by extension, to more complex con-
trol structures. It is noteworthy that this is the
simplest case within the ICAD framework. How-
ever, it is also possible to design stabilizing con-
trollers even when none of the conditions i-iv are
fulfilled [Lice´aga-Castro, Lice´aga-Castro and Ugalde-
Loo, 2005; Lice´aga-Castro, Lice´aga-Castro, Ugalde-
Loo and Navarro-Lo´pez, 2008; Ugalde-Loo, 2009].
Further information on the ICAD framework can be
found in [O’Reilly and Leithead, 1991; Leithead and
O’Reilly, 1992].
3 Renewable Energy Technologies Application:
the Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
Tidal stream and wind turbines (TSTs, WTs), along
with other renewable energy technologies, are becom-
ing considerably utilized in modern electrical power
systems to mitigate climate change. They share some
characteristics in terms of the electrical generators em-
ployed, system architecture and control strategies. In
fact, both technologies aim to extract as much as pos-
sible energy from either the wind or the flow. Figure 3
shows the configuration of a turbine based on a PMSG
and a full power converter applicable to wind and tidal
stream turbines [Whitby and Ugalde-Loo, 2013].
The discussion in this paper is focused on the
generator-side converter, which effectively controls the
operation of the PMSG through the generator-side con-
troller. Field oriented control schemes are typically
employed for this [Anaya-Lara, Jenkins, Ekanayake,
Cartwright and Hughes, 2009]. The scheme aims at
decomposing the stator current into separate torque
and field generating components (i.e., resembling the
operation of a DC machine) and requires an inter-
nal controller which decouples the stator currents (i.e.,
the electrical subsystem). Further information on the
complete control scheme may be found in [Krishnan,
2010].
Although the PMSG model is a multivariable, non-
linear system, the generator-side controller is normally
designed using simplified SISO first order models. This
practice may result in a control system with a limited
performance that may require manual re-tuning. How-
ever, in this section it is formally shown that the PMSG
has structural properties that allow the use of fixed, lin-
ear and low order controllers able to achieve system
decoupling.
PMSG Grid
Fullpower converter
Grid-side
controller
Generator-
side
controller
Drive-train
or aerodynamic system
tT temVflow
wr
Structural and hydro- uabc
udc
iabc
iabc
uabc
*uabc
*
Figure 3. Wind/tidal stream turbine based on a PMSG [Whitby and
Ugalde-Loo, 2013].
3.1 Mathematical Model
The PMSG model used for applications on renewable
energy generation is expressed in a dq frame. It is de-
scribed by [Krishnan, 2010]:
d
dt
id =
d
Ld
  Rs
Ld
id +
Lq
Ld
nP!geniq;
d
dt
iq =
q
Lq
  Rs
Lq
iq   Ld
Lq
nP!genid    mnP!gen
Lq
;
(7)
where Ld, Lq , are the self inductances of the stator;
Rs the stator resistance; d, q , the stator voltages; id,
iq , the stator currents;  m the flux linkage of the per-
manent magnet; !gen the generator mechanical speed;
!r = nP!gen the electrical rotor speed; and nP the
number of pole pairs. The model is completed by a
suitable representation of the drive-train:
d
dt
!gen =
1
J
(T   em);
em =
3
2
nP

 miq + (Ld   Lq)idiq

;
(8)
where J is the combined inertia of the rotor and gener-
ator, T the hydro or aerodynamic torque developed by
the rotor, and em the electromagnetic torque.
Although system (7)-(8) is nonlinear, !gen varies at
speeds well below the closed loop currents subsystem.
This bandwidth separation allows considering !gen as
an uncertain constant parameter when analyzing the
currents subsystem. This is a well-known and accepted
property of some nonlinear systems.
3.2 State-Space Representation
Let the PMSG be represented by (7) and (8). In
vector control (or field oriented control) schemes, the
generator-side converter controls the operation of the
electric machine by effectively regulating the stator
currents id, iq , through the stator voltages d, q . The
system has a state-space form
.x = Ax+ Bu;
y = Cx+ Du;
(9)
where
x =

id iq
T
; u =

d q
T
; y =

id iq
T
; (10)
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and
A =
2664  
Rs
Ld
Lq
Ld
 nP!gen
 Ld
Lq
 nP!gen  Rs
Lq
3775 ;
B =
2664
1
Ld
0
0
1
Lq
3775 ; C = 1 00 1

; D = 022:
(11)
3.3 Transfer Matrix Representation
Although the system described by (7) and (8) is non-
linear, the generator mechanical speed !gen varies at
speeds considerably below the closed loop of the cur-
rent subsystem. Due to such bandwidth separation, it
is possible to consider (9)-(11) as linear time-invariant
(LTI) and thus design a linear controller robust to para-
metric variations, with !gen 2 [!gen;min; !gen;max]
being the uncertain parameter. Thus, for a particular
value of !gen, system (9) has a representation in the
frequency domain as
y(s) = G!(s)u(s);
id(s)
iq(s)

=

g11(s) g12(s)
g21(s) g22(s)
 
d(s)
q(s)

;
(12)
where G!(s) = C(sI   A) 1B is the transfer matrix.
The elements of the transfer matrix are, explicitly,
G!(s) =

Lqs+Rs LqnP!gen
 LdnP!gen Lds+Rs

d!(s)
=

n11(s) n12(s)
n21(s) n22(s)

d!(s)
;
(13)
with
d!(s) = LdLqs
2 +
 
LdRs + LqRs

s+R2s+
+LdLqn
2
P!
2
gen
= d1s
2 + d2s+ d3:
(14)
3.4 Individual Channel Analysis
System (12) conforms to the structure of a classical
22 ICAD system, and thus, the standard analysis and
results from the ICAD framework apply directly. Con-
ditions i-iv from Section 2 are proved to define the ex-
istence of stabilizing controllers for (13).
3.4.1 Condition i: the System is Open Loop Sta-
ble Let
A =

G!(s) : !gen 2 R
	
(15)
be the set of transfer functions for every shaft speed
!gen as defined by (13). The elements of set A are
stable if and only if the poles of G!(s) are stable; i.e.,
d!(s) satisfies the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion:
Re

polesfd!(s)g
	
< 0, fd1 > 0; d2 > 0; d3 > 0:
(16)
It is apparent from (14) that condition (16) is satisfied
as d1 > 0, d2 > 0 and d3 > 0 for realistic combina-
tions of machine parameters (positive inductances and
resistances). Therefore, A is open loop stable 8 !gen.

3.4.2 Condition ii: the MSF is Stable Let the in-
dividual channels be defined as
c1(s) : d(s)! id(s)
c2(s) : q(s)! iq(s):
(17)
The MSF is obtained according to (4) as follows:
!(s) =
g12(s)g21(s)
g11(s)g22(s)
=   LdLqn
2
P!
2
gen
(Lqs+Rs)(Lds+Rs)
:
(18)
Let
B =

!(s) : !gen 2 R
	
(19)
be the resulting set of MSFs in (18). It is immediate
that the elements of B are stable 8 !gen since the poles
of !(s) are given by f Rs=Lq; Rs=Ldg for any re-
alistic combination of machine parameters.

3.4.3 Condition iii: the Limit of !(s) as s ! 1
is Zero Since the relative degree of (18) is 2, it is
immediate that
lim
s!1 !(s) = 0: (20)

3.4.4 Condition iv: the Nyquist Plot of !(s) does
not Encircle (1; 0) Since condition iii is fulfilled, the
Nyquist plot of !(s) does not encircle point (1; 0) if
Re

!(j!)
	
< 1; 8 ! 2 E; (21)
with
E =

! : arg

!(j!)

= 0; ! 2 R	: (22)
Thus, to satisfy condition iv, all the intersections of the
Nyquist trajectory of !(s) with the real axis, repre-
sented by set E, should be to the left of (1; 0).
Evaluating the MSF (18) at s = j! yields:
!(j!) =
 LdLqn2P!2gen
R2s   LdLq!2 + j
 
!LdRs + !LqRs
 ;
(23)
which can be rewritten as:
!(j!) =
n
re + j(im)
=
ren   j(imn)
re2 + im
2

;
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with re ; im 2 R, and
n =  LdLqn2P!2gen ; re = R2s   LdLq!2;
im = !LdRs + !LqRs:
(24)
The real and imaginary parts of !(j!) are given by:
Re

!(j!)

=
ren
re2 + im
2

;
Im

!(j!)

=
 imn
re2 + im
2

:
(25)
Set E is obtained by calculating the frequency values
where the argument of !(j!) is equal to zero; i.e.,
arg

!(j!)

= 0, Im

!(j!)

Re

!(j!)
 =  imn
ren
= 0;
(26)
which is true if and only if ren ! 1 or imn =
0. Notice from (24) that
ren !1, ! ! 1 and
! ! 1) !(j!)! 0:
Therefore, the elements of E are obtained by solving
imn = 0 for !. Thus condition (22) is rewritten as
E =

! : imn = 0; ! 2 R
	
: (27)
Elements of (27) are found using (24) as follows:
imn =  LdLqRsn2P!2gen
 
Ld + Lq

! = 0; (28)
from where it is obvious that E = 0, meaning that the
only intersection of the Nyquist plot of !(j!)with the
real axis (besides the origin) occurs at ! = 0.
Using (25), condition (21) is rewritten as:
Re

!(j!)
	
< 1, ren
re2 + im
2

< 1: (29)
Since re ; im 2 R,
ren
re2 + im
2

< 1, ren  

re2 + im
2


< 0: (30)
Evaluating (30) for ! = 0 yields
ren  

re2 + im
2


!=0
=  LdLqR2sn2P!2gen R4s:
(31)
It can be seen that
Re

!(j0)
	
< 1,  LdLqR2sn2P!2gen  R4s < 0;
(32)
which proves condition (21): the Nyquist plot of !(s)
does not encircle the point (1; 0) for any realistic com-
bination of parameters 8 !gen 2 R.

3.5 Practical Example
Consider a 2-MW PMSG with the following parame-
ters: inertia constant J = 416; 633 kgm2, pole pairs
nP = 2, rated frequency f = 50 Hz, stator resis-
tance Rs = 4:523 m
, stator inductance Ld = Lq =
322 H, and magnet flux  m = 1:79 Vs [Licari,
Ugalde-Loo, Ekanayake and Jenkins 2013]. For this
particular machine, the state-space representation (9)
as a function of the generator mechanical speed !gen
can be obtained by substituting the relevant parameters
into (11), yielding
A =
 14:0466 2!gen
 2!gen  14:0466

;
B =

3105:59 0
0 3105:59

;
C =

1 0
0 1

; D = 022:
(33)
The transfer matrix as a function of !gen can be numer-
ically calculated from (13) as
G!(s) = 104 

(0:31s+ 4:36) 0:62!gen
 0:62!gen (0:31s+ 4:36)

d!(s)
(34)with
d!(s) = s
2 + 28:0932s+ 197:31 + 4!2gen (35)
Similarly, the MSF !(s), defined by (18), is obtained
as function of !gen as
!(s) =  
4:14736 10 7!2gen
(322s+ 4523)2
: (36)
As it can be seen from (35), condition i is fulfilled: the
poles of !(s) are always stable since the second or-
der polynomial d!(s) is always Hurwitz irrespectively
of the value of !gen (i.e., all coefficients are positive).
From (36), it is apparent that the MSF !(s) will al-
ways have a pole of multiplicity 2 in the left hand plane
(at s =  14:05); therefore, the MSF has no unstable
poles and condition ii is fulfilled.
Figure (4) shows the Nyquist plot of !(s) as defined
by (36) for different values of !gen. As it can be seen,
the trajectories start on the left hand plane and finish
at the origin; therefore, condition iii is fulfilled. No-
tice from the zoomed plots that no encirclements to the
point (1; 0) occur and thus condition iv is fulfilled.
It can be concluded that regardless of the numerical
values of the PMSG parameters (as long as they are re-
alistic), the electrical subsystem of this type of machine
complies with conditions i-iv, making it the analogous
of a stable and minimum phase SISO system.
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Figure 4. Nyquist plots of !(s) for different values of !gen. Only
positive frequencies are shown.
4 High Performance Induction Motor Applica-
tions
IMs are widely used on industrial applications due to
their attractive cost-effect attributes. However, for high
performance applications such as high precision posi-
tioning, the operation of IMs is more complex than that
of traditional DC motors. Within this context, the most
successful control scheme is the rotor-flux indirect
field oriented control (RIFOC) [Rodriguez, Kennel, Es-
pinoza, Trincado, Silva and Rojas, 2012]. This is based
on the introduction of torque- and flux-producing vir-
tual stator currents. In this manner the IM can be op-
erated as a DC motor. The scheme, shown in Figure 5,
requires an internal controller which decouples the sta-
tor currents (or the electrical subsystem) [Ame´zquita-
Brooks, Lice´aga-Castro and Lice´aga-Castro, 2013].
Although the IM is a MIMO non-linear system, the
stator currents controller is normally designed using
simplified SISO first order models as in the case of the
PMSG. Similarly, this results in control systems with
limited performance requiring extensive manual tun-
ing. In a similar fashion as in Section 3, it is formally
demonstrated in this section that the IM has structural
properties amenable to using fixed, linear, low order
controllers for system decoupling.
Mech.
subsystem
Flux/
subsystem
Stator
currents
control
Torque
controlSpeed
control
wrwr,ref
tE
iabs
wr
iabs,ref
Torque
Figure 5. Traditional RIFOC IM control scheme.
4.1 Mathematical Model
The IM model is described by the following differen-
tial equations [Krishnan, 2001]:
d
dt
is = a11is +
LmRr
LsL2r
 r +
Lm!r
LsLr
 r +
s
Ls
;
d
dt
is = a22is   Lm!r
LsLr
 r +
LmRr
LsL2r
 r +
s
Ls
;
d
dt
 r =
LmRr
Lr
is   Rr
Lr
 r   !r r;
d
dt
 r =
LmRr
Lr
is + !r r   Rr
Lr
 r;
(37)
where Ls, Lr, Lm, are the stator, rotor and mutual in-
ductances;Rs,Rr, the stator and rotor resistances; s,
s, the stator voltages; is, is, the stator currents;
 r,  r, the rotor fluxes; !r the electrical rotor speed;
and
a11 = a22 =  L
2
rRs + L
2
mRr
LsL2r
:
The dispersion coefficient  is defined as:
 = 1  L
2
m
LsLr
: (38)
Equations in (37) represent the electrical subsystem of
the IM. The model is completed by
d
dt
!r =

P
2J

(E   L);
E =
3
2

P
2

Lm
Lr
( ris    ris);
(39)
where J is is the rotor inertia, L the load torque, E
the electromagnetic torque, and P the number of poles.
As in the case of the PMSG, although system (37)-
(39) is nonlinear, !r varies at speeds well below the
closed loop currents subsystem. This bandwidth sep-
aration allows considering !r as an uncertain constant
parameter when analyzing the currents subsystem.
4.2 State-Space Representation
Let an IM be represented by (37) and (39). Vector
control schemes require the control of the stator cur-
rents is, is, by driving the stator voltages s, s,
using a voltage source inverter. The system has a state-
space representation (9), where
x =

is is  r  r
T
;
u =

s s
T
;
y =

is is
T
;
(40)
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and
A =
2666666666664
a11 0
LmRr
LsL2r
Lm!r
LsLr
0 a22   Lm!r
LsLr
LmRr
LsL2r
LmRr
Lr
0  Rr
Lr
 !r
0
LmRr
Lr
!r  Rr
Lr
3777777777775
;
B =
2664
1
Ls
0 0 0
0
1
Ls
0 0
3775
T
; C =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

; D = 022:
(41)
4.3 Transfer Matrix Representation
The stator currents subsystem of the IM is a nonlin-
ear plant. However, it is possible to consider the real-
ization (9), (40), (41) as LTI since the rotor speed !r
varies at speeds considerably below the closed loop of
the current subsystem. Such a bandwidth separation
allows the design of a linear controller robust to para-
metric variations, with !r 2 [!r;min; !r;max] being the
uncertain parameter.
Following the same procedure as in Section 3, the sys-
tem is represented in the frequency domain for particu-
lar values of !r as
y(s) = G!r(s)u(s);
is(s)
is(s)

=

g11(s) g12(s)
g21(s) g22(s)
 
s(s)
s(s)

;
(42)
with
G!r(s) =

n!r;11(s) n!r;12(s)
n!r;21(s) n!r;22(s)

d!r(s)
; (43)
Elements of (43) are given as
n!r;11(s) = n!r;22(s) =
1
Ls
 :::
s3 +
2LsL
2
rRr + L
2
mRrLr + L
3
rRs
LsL3r
s2

+
+

LsLr(L
2
r!
2
r +R
2
r) + 2L
2
rRsRr + L
2
mR
2
r
LsL3r
s

+
+

L3rRs!
2
r + LrRsR
2
r
LsL3r

;
n!r;12(s) =  n!r;21(s) =  L
2
mRr!r
2L2sL
2
r
s;
d!r(s) = s
4 + d!1s
3 + d!2s
2 + d!3s+ d!4;
(44)
with
d!1 = 
 
2LsL
2
r
 
L2mRr + LsLrRr + L
2
rRs

;
d!2 = 

L4mR
2
r + L
4
rR
2
s + 
2L2sL
2
r
 
R2r + L
2
r!
2
r

+
+ 

2L2rL
2
mRsRr + 2LsLrRr
 
2L2rRs + L
2
mRr

;
d!3 = 2LrRsRr
 
L2rRs + L
2
mRr

+
+ 2LsL
2
rRs
 
R2r + L
2
r!
2
r

;
d!4 = 
 
L4rR
2
s!
2
r + L
2
rR
2
sR
2
r

;
 =
 
2L2sL
4
r
 1
(45)
4.4 Individual Channel Analysis
System (42) also conforms to the structure of a classi-
cal 22 ICAD system. Conditions i-iv from Section 2
are proved in a similar way as in Section 3.
4.4.1 Condition i: the System is Open Loop Sta-
ble Let
C =

G!r(s) : !r 2 R
	
(46)
be the set of transfer functions for every mechanical
speed !r as defined by (43). The elements of C are
stable if and only if the poles ofG!r(s) are stable. This
requires that the real part of the roots of d!r(s) in (44)
satisfy the Routh-Hurwitz stability criterion; i.e.,
Re

polesfd!r(s)g
	
< 0,8><>:
d!1 > 0; d!2 > 0; d!3 > 0;
d!4 > 0; d!1d!2   d!3 > 0;
d!1d!2d!3   d2!3   d2!1d!4 > 0:
(47)
From (38) it can be seen that  > 0 for any realis-
tic combination of inductances (positive values), since
Ls = Lls + Lm and Lr = Llr + Lm, where Lls and
Llr are the stator and rotor leakage inductances. Thus,
it is clear from (45) that d!1 > 0, d!2 > 0, d!3 > 0,
and d!4 > 0 for realistic combinations of machine pa-
rameters (positive inductances and resistances). It can
be shown that
d!1d!2   d!3 =
2
 
LrRs + LsRr
3
3
+
2LsRr!
2
r

+
+
2RrRs
 
LrRs + LsRr

2
;
d!1d!2d!3   d2!3   d2!1d!4 = 4RrRs  :::
!2r
2 + (LrRs + LsRr)
2

 5  :::
LsLr!
2
r + (LrRs + LsRr)
2

;
(48)
where  = LsLr   L2m . Since  > 0)  > 0,
d!1d!2   d!3 > 0 and
d!1d!2d!3   d2!3   d2!1d!4 > 0:
(49)
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Therefore, C is open loop stable for any realistic com-
bination of machine parameters 8 !r.

4.4.2 Condition ii: the MSF is Stable Let the in-
dividual channels be defined as
c1(s) : s(s)! is(s)
c2(s) : s(s)! is(s):
(50)
The MSF is obtained according to (4), (43), and (44) as
follows:
!r(s) =
g12(s)g21(s)
g11(s)g22(s)
=  

n!r;12(s)
n!r;11(s)
2
: (51)
For convenience, n!r;11(s) in (44) is rewritten as
n!r;11(s) = 1s
3 + 2s
2 + 3s+ 4; (52)
with
1 =
1
Ls
; 2 =
2LsL
2
rRr + L
2
mRrLr + L
3
rRs
2L2sL
3
r
;
3 =
LsL
3
r!
2
r + 2L
2
rRsRr + LsLrR
2
r + L
2
mR
2
r
2L2sL
3
r
;
4 =
L3rRs!
2
r + LrRsR
2
r
2L2sL
3
r
:
(53)
Let
D =

!r(s) : !r 2 R
	
(54)
be the resulting set of MSFs in (51). The elements of
D are stable if and only if the poles of !r(s) satisfy
the Routh-Hurwitz criterion 8 !r. That is,
Re

polesf!r(s)g
	
< 0,(
1 > 0; 2 > 0; 3 > 0;
4 > 0; 23   14 > 0:
(55)
It can be noticed from (53) that 1 > 0, 2 > 0, 3 >
0, 4 > 0 for realistic combinations of IM parameters.
Further algebraic manipulation shows that
23   14 = 
 
3L2rL
2
mRsR
2
r + L
4
mR
3
r

+
+
 
4LsL
3
rRsR
2
r + 3LsLrL
2
mR
3
r + 2L
4
rR
2
sRr

+
+

!2rLsL
3
rRr(2LsLr + L
2
m) + 2
2L2sL
2
rR
3
r

;
(56)
where  =
 
4L4sL
5
r
 1
. It is clear that
23   14 > 0 (57)
8 !r. Therefore, set D is stable 8 !r for any realistic
combination of machine parameters.

4.4.3 Condition iii: the Limit of !r(s) as s!1
is Zero As in the case of a PMSG, the proof for an
IM is immediate, since it can be seen from (44) and
(51) that the relative degree of !r(s) is 4.

4.4.4 Condition iv: the Nyquist Plot of !r(s)
Does not Encircle (1; 0) Since condition iii is ful-
filled, the Nyquist plot of !r(s) does not encircle the
point (1; 0) if
Re

!r(j!)
	
< 1; 8 ! 2 F (58)
with
F =

! : arg

!r(j!)

= 0; ! 2 R	: (59)
This requires that all the intersections of the Nyquist
trajectory of !r(s) with the real axis, represented by
F , should be to the left of (1; 0). Following some al-
gebraic manipulation and by using (44), the MSF (51),
evaluated at s = j!, is given as:
!r(j!) =
L2rL
4
mR
2
r!
2
r!
2
d2!
; (60)
where
d! =  j!LsL3r!2r   L3rRs!2r + j!3LsL3r+
+2!2LsL
2
rRr   j!LsLrR2r + !2L3rRs+
 2j!L2rRsRr   LrRsR2r + !2LrL2mRr+
 j!L2mR2r ;
which in turn is rewritten as
d! = red + j(imd)
to facilitate the analysis, with red ; imd 2 R, and
red =  L3rRs!2r + 2!2LsL2rRr + !2L3rRs+
 LrRsR2r + !2LrL2mRr;
imd =  !LsL3r!2r + !3LsL3r   !LsLrR2r+
 2!L2rRsRr   !L2mR2r :
(61)
Therefore !r(j!) in (60) can be expressed as:
!r(j!) =
L2rL
4
mR
2
r!
2
r!
2 
re2d   im2d
2
+ (2red imd)2
; (62)
which was obtained after realizing the denominator,
where
 =
h 
re2d   im2d
  2j red imdi:
Separating (62) into real and imaginary components
yields
Re

!r(j!)

=
L2rL
4
mR
2
r!
2
r!
2
 
re2d   im2d
 
re2d   im2d
2
+
 
2red imd
2 ;
(63)
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Im

!r(j!)

=
 L2rL4mR2r!2r!2
 
2red imd
 
re2d   im2d
2
+
 
2red imd
2 ;
(64)
For simplicity, let
c1 = re2d   im2d ; c2 = 2red imd ; (65)
with c1; c2 2 R. Thus,
Re

!r(j!)

=
L2rL
4
mR
2
r!
2
r!
2c1
c21 + c
2
2
; (66)
Im

!r(j!)

=
 L2rL4mR2r!2r!2c2
c21 + c
2
2
: (67)
Using (66), condition (58) may be rewritten as
L2rL
4
mR
2
r!
2
r!
2c1
c21 + c
2
2
< 1; 8 ! 2 F: (68)
Since c1; c2 2 R,
L2rL
4
mR
2
r!
2
r!
2c1
c21 + c
2
2
< 1, L2rL4mR2r!2r!2c1 < c21 + c22
(69)
It can be seen that for c1 < 0, inequality (69) holds
8 ! 2 F . This is sufficient to prove condition iv. How-
ever, if c1 > 0, then (69) is equivalent to
L2rL
4
mR
2
r!
2
r!
2c1
c21 + c
2
2
< 1, c1+c
2
2
c1
 L2rL4mR2r!2r!2 > 0
(70)
In order to prove (69) and (70) it is necessary to calcu-
late the set F defined by (59); i.e., the frequency values
! at which the argument of !r(s) is equal to zero.
From (66) and (67),
arg

!(j!)

= 0, Im

!r(j!)

Re

!r(j!)
 =  c2
c1
= 0;
(71)
which is true if and only if c1 ! 1 and/or c2 = 0.
Considering, by condition iii, that
c1 ! 1, ! ! 1 and
! ! 1) !r(j!)! 0;
then the elements of F are the roots of c2. That is,
F =

! : c2 = 0; ! 2 R
	
: (72)
Elements of (72) are found using (65) and (61) as
F = fF (1); F (2); F (3)g; (73)
with
F (1) = 0; F (2) = 
q


 
R2r + !
2
rL
2
r

Rs


;
F (3) = 
q
	

	(!2rL
2
r +R
2
r) + 

	2
;
and

 = 2LsLrRr + L
2
rRs + L
2
mRr;
	 = LsLr;
 = 2LrRsRr + L
2
mR
2
r :
Since
Re

!r(j!)
	
= Re

!r( j!)
	 8 ! 2 R+;
only positive values of ! in set F described by (73)
are tested in condition (58). If ! = F (1), it follows
directly from (60) that
!r(j!) = 0) Re

!r
 
jF (1)
	
< 1: (74)
If ! = F (2), c1 is calculated using (61) and (65) as:
c1 =
 Rs

R4r + (Rr!rLr)
2
 
2LsLrRr + L2rRs + L
2
mRr
3  c1; (75)
where
c1 =

L4mR
2
r + 3LsLrL
2
mR
2
r + 3L
2
rL
2
mRsRr+
+LsL
3
rL
2
m!
2
r + 2(LsLrRr)
2 + 2L4rR
2
s+
+4LsL
3
rRsRr + 2L
4
r(Ls!r)
2
2
:
(76)
It is obvious that c1 > 0, and therefore, c1 < 0 for
any realistic combination of machine parameters. From
(69), it follows that
c1 < 0) Re

!r
 
jF (2)
	
< 1: (77)
If ! = F (3), c1 is obtained as
c1 =
R2r
2L2sL
4
r
 c1: (78)
Since c1 > 0, from (78) it follows that c1 > 0. In this
case, the inequality defined in (70) is checked; that is,
Re

!r
 
jF (3)
	
< 1, c1+c
2
2
c1
 L2rL4mR2r!2r!2 > 0
(79)
Algebraic calculation for ! = F (3) gives
c1 +
c22
c1
  L2rL4mR2r!2r!2 =
R2r
2L2sL
4
r

L4rR2s + 2L2rL2mRsRr + L4mR2r + :::
+LsLr(L
2
rL
2
m!
2
r + 2L
2
rRsRr + 2L
2
mR
2
r) + :::
+L4r(Ls!r)
2 + (LsLrRr)
2

4L4rR2s + 4L2rL2mRsRr + L4mR2r + :::
+8LsL
3
rRsRr + 4LsLrL
2
mR
2
r + :::
+4L4r(Ls!r)
2 + 4(LsLrRr)
2

which shows that (79) is fulfilled.
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Since (74), (77) and (79) are true, condition (58) has
been proven: the Nyquist plot of !r(s) does not encir-
cle the point (1; 0) 8 !r 2 R for any realistic combina-
tion of IM machine parameters.

4.5 Practical Example
Consider a 300-W IM with the following parame-
ters: inertia constant J = 0:000711 kgm2, pole pairs
nP = 1, stator resistance Rs = 16:19 
, rotor re-
sistance Rr = 24 
, stator inductance Ls = 1:45 H,
rotor inductance Lr = 1:56 H and mutual inductance
Lm = 1:45 H. The previous parameters were experi-
mentally identified as detailed in [Ame´zquita-Brooks,
Lice´aga-Castro and Lice´aga-Castro, 2009]. For this
particular machine, the state-space representation (9)
as a function of the electrical rotor speed !r can be ob-
tained by substituting the relevant parameters into (41),
yielding
A =
2664
 359:2 0 139:4 9!r
0  359:2  9!r 139:4
22:3 0  15:4  !r
0 22:3 !r  15:4
3775 ;
B =
2664
9:7 0
0 9:7
0 0
0 0
3775 ;C = 1 0 0 00 1 0 0

; D = 022:
(80)
Transfer matrix G!r(s), expressed as a function of
!gen, can be numerically calculated from (43) -this is
not included here due to space limitations. In order to
address condition i, Figure 6 shows the location of the
poles of G!r(s) (i.e., the eigenvalues of A) for differ-
ent values of !r. As it can be noticed, the figure shows
that the system is open loop stable for all the operating
range.
In a similar fashion, the MSF !r(s), defined by (51),
may be numerically obtained as function of !r. Figure
7 shows the location of the poles of !r(s) for different
values of !r. It is clear from the figure that the MSF is
stable for all the operating range -therefore, condition
ii is complied.
Figure 8 shows the Nyquist plot of !r(s) for differ-
ent values of !r. The Nyquist trajectories finish at the
origin in all cases and thus, condition iii is fulfilled. It
is also clear that no encirclements to the point (1; 0)
occur: condition iv is complied.
As for the case of the PMSG, it can be concluded that
regardless of the numerical values of the IM parameters
(as long as they are realistic), the electrical subsystem
of this type of machine complies with conditions i-iv,
making it the analogous of a stable and minimum phase
SISO system.
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Figure 6. Poles of G!r(s) for !r = [0; 380] rad/s.
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Figure 7. Poles of !r(s) for !r = [0; 380] rad/s.
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Figure 8. Nyquist plots of !(s) for different values of !gen. Only
positive frequencies are shown.
5 Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The mathematical proofs presented in Sections 3 and
4, namely that the PMSG and the IM comply with con-
ditions i-iv, show that the existence of a diagonal stabi-
lizing controller for either machine reduces to the ex-
istence of a controller which simultaneously stabilizes
the individual channels and the diagonal transfer func-
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tions. As in both cases the channels and the diagonal
transfer functions are stable and minimum phase, the
systems may be controlled at an arbitrary bandwidth
without incurring on unstable zero/pole cancellations.
Compliance of conditions i-iv for all realistic combi-
nations of system parameters is a consequence of the
inherent structural robustness of the PMSG and the IM.
These attributes shed some light as to why simple diag-
onal stabilizing controllers are able to achieve an ade-
quate system performance under parametric variations
–in both cases, the rotor speed. The general conclu-
sions arrived at have been numerically confirmed for
typical electrical machines used in real applications.
Although the studies here presented are based on a
simple diagonal control structure, the results can be
generalized to more complex structures by extension.
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